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PART V

CO~~C\ITY DESIG\ RECO~"fE\DATIO\S

The economic health of the business districts depends on a variety of issues. including but not restricted to: the

quality of its commercial enterprises, the responsiveness of those activities to loc.al or regional demand. promotional

activities and marketing. Related to business quality. marketing and competition from other commercial areas is

physical appearance. This is a key component which strongly influences the success or failure of a business area,

panicularly in the downtov.Tl business district. where pedestrian shopping is essential to economic health.

Commercial areas must present an appc<l;;ng image to potential customers, tenants, and investors. Attracu\'c

storefronts. rehabilitated buildings, clean streets and buildings and an inviting streetseape provide an environment

where persons naturally want to spend more time. Attractive areas convey a feeling of safety and se:urity and

provide a reason for potenLiaJ customers to choose local merchants over the nearby malls. Inviting downtowns also

help to attract new investors to a commercial area and encourage existing businesses to upgrade and maintain their

buildings.

Highway commercial uses. while not dependent on the pedestrian shopper. also profit from clean and attractive

buildings. coordinated signage. well maintaine.d and landscaped parking lots. Where highway businesses upgrade

appearance. high quality businesses and new shoppers are attracted. V,'hile it is not suggested that a business district

can survive on its appearance alone. in a highly competitive retail/commercial environment. providing an accessible

and pleasant place to shop could mean the difference between a successful and unsuccessful highw'ay or downtown

commercial area.

In conjunction with Main Street NOM Plainfield, a Streetscape Design Plan was developed to prO\:ide a guide for

future public improvements in the downtown business areas. These public improvements address sidewalks. curbs.

street trees and plantings. street lighting street furnishings and other "public" improvement items which help. com'ey

the image of a business district and become associated with overall community character. The StreelScape Plan is

summarized in the section "Community Design. Downtown StreelSCape Design Plan."

Both the public and private sectors, however, are responsible for the image of downtoWTl or highway commercial

areas. The following section "Community Design. General" provides general design considerations and suggestions

which may be considered by the Borough in their review of new private de .•..elopment, redevelopment or alterations of

e~isting businesses. Due 10 the different characteristics of the highwa)' and downtown business areas. many of the

recommendations will obviously be applicable only in the downtov.Tl; however. the general design parameters w'ill

be applicable to most situations. When re .•..iewing proposed development or redevelopment in any business district.

the following guidelines should be considered.
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Communit)' Design • General

Gt~ral Signage Treatmeru

In the past, there has been no consistent design orientation for signage in the downtown or along the highway.

Signs play an important role in the appearance of commercial areas. Their location and design strongly influence

people's perceptions of a district and its businesses. When weD designed and maintained, signs can enhance an are.>'s

appearance. \1.1Jen designed without regard for architectural or aT"'....3context, haphazardly placed or not maintained,

signs can detract from overall appearance, reduce attracovedess LOcustomers and reduce the appeal for potential

reinvestment in the area Design guidelines can bring greater consistency LOthe type. size and placement of signage

but must also provide for appropriate levels of flexibility. Individual commercial identities may be expressed but

within an overall design contexL In addition to zoning regulations designating type and size of pennitted signagc.

the foHowing guidelines should be considered when reviewing sign proposals.

• Sign size should be proportionate to the size of the building, be related LOthe speed of traffic on adjacent
roadways and take into a(Xount whether the sign wiD be viewed primarily by pedestrians or mOlorists.

• Signs should be compatible with a building's style in tenns of location, scale. color and lettering. Signs which
may be appropriate along the highway may be inappropriate in the dOv.ntOv.l1. Where attached LOa building,
signs should be an integral design element of the buildings architecture. Signs should not be positioned so as to
obscure architectural detail, such as transom windows. cornice treatments or other detailing.

• When a large building contains one or more storefronts or multiple uses (such as highway strip malls), the
signs should relate well to each other in tenns of height. proportion. color and background. Maintaining a
degree of unifonnity or design theme among these characteristics reinforces the building's facade composition
while still retaining e.>ch business's identity.

• Where a highway development has multiple storefronts, freestanding signs should be limited to one
identification sign for the multiple use located near the common entranceway. Highway facade signs should be
limited LO10 percent of the front building facade. The purpose of facade signs should be LOidentify individual
uses from the parking lot, not the highway.

• The number and size of paper signs in SLOrewindows needs LObe reduced. This can be accomplished through
zoning regulations, but.. like all such regulation, diligent enforcement of regulations will be necessary. In the
dOV.l1toV.l1,many such signs are placed LOadvertise local and community events. An alternative would be to
place a sign kiosk in a central are.> (such as a community green or at the municipal building) where such signs
can be moniLOred.

• Signs with too much information can be confusing Keep messages clear and direct so that the name is easy LO
rea:i

• To aid in achieving accept.1ble sign design, local area sign mal:ers may be consulte.d and given guidelines and/or
examples of a(Xeplable sign types compaLible with local standards. In this way. merchants and others can
receive guidance before they come before municipal officials. This would help prevent conflicts that occur
when an applicant confronts opposition LOa sign for which he has already paid or for which a design has already
been committed.
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Design Considerations
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Signage should be compatible with the building's architecture. It
should be of a size and scale respective of rhe building's scale and
architectwe and appropriate to the message being conveyed. .

Where parJing is located in the public view, planting buffers should be
used to improve vje~'s on 10 the site,

Consider
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DOWNO .•••.f1 Fcuati.e Trecumefl/

~.aIlY past building improvemenlS in the downtown were done without regard for the archit.ee:ture and scale of the

original strUCbJ.re. Future improvemenlS should be encouraged which maintain or restore original building facades to

capitalize on the unique architeewre of the dOIo\7llDlo\7l.II is recommended tha1 all future remodeling, facade alterat.ion

and new construction of buildings in the downtolo\7l business district adhere to the following design guidelines:

• The existing building line (at the streetline) should be maintained unless a prolX)sed setback coofonns 10 a larger
approved development plan

• If several SlDreL-onlS are located in one building they should be unified in design L-p..aunent; e.g., design of
windows and door openings, use of materials and color.

• Facade renovations should not destroy or cover original details on a building. These details are usually vital to
the pro~r proponion of the facade and add to the unique character of the building.

• Building materials should be compatible with the predominant materials for adjacent buildings. Visual
continuity adds to the integrity of the streetseape. Facade renovations should include as few different materials
as possible and should be compatible with the original building materials.

• Brick and stone facades should not be covered in artificial siding or panels. Generally, no material will look
more appropriate on a facade than that originally used.

• Retain, repair, replace or add roof cornices where appropriate; they cap or terminate a building. When replacing
windows on a facade, use. windows and window trim of the same size and character as the original.

• The structural lines of a building and ilS material should be retained lU the storefront level--for instance, carr)'
brick piers and columns down 10 street level.

• Roof shape (flal, hip, mansard or gable) and material should be architecturally compatible with the rest of the
building and should reflect the area pattern.

• Bare metal should be avoided; metal may be bronzed or painted with the recommended colors.

• No metal alo\'Tlings may be insl3.lJe.d. A \lo'Tlingsshould be solid or striped canvas in colors recommended for
exterior paints.

The National Trust for Historic Presen'ation offers "'arious guidelines for dO\lo'Tllownfacade treatment which may be

obtained dir~t1y wough the trust or through the Offices of Main Street North Plainfield. One such publication is

called "Keeping Up Appearances· Storefront Guidelines" (1983) which pro,,'ides a summary of facade renovation and

rehabilitation guidelines. including many helpful illustrations.

Do .•••.nwwn Archileciura! Compaiibilir:

It is recommended that the development of new buildings and/or modifications of existing buildings in the downto\lo'n

be conducted in a manner that will result in new construction that is visually compatible with existing development.

It is not suggesLea that new building seek to imitate old structures, but that these should find appropriat.e and

harmonious relationships with them through the control of volume, mass, scale, color, materials and textures. For
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example. much of the downtown area is historic in character and. even where not "histone" in nature. the area reflects

a certain character and scale of development which is identif!.able to t.lJe Nerd,: Plainfield do"7iWw7i.

To maintain this character and prole.ct existing development, it is recommended that the visual compatibility factors.

given in the current zoning ordinance (§22-122.15) for consideration in hisLOric districts. be applied to all new

construction in the oo\l,11LO\l,11. These guidelines are appropri4te in that they do not relate to historic structures only.

but include reasonat>le development considerations for any infill construction in an already developed area.

In summary. these guidelines indicaL~ that the exterior appearance of a building should complement the chaJ ..•cter of

existing development within the surrounding area. This is especially important when a new building is constructed

adjacent LOa historic building or in a historic diStricL New deyelopment should relate to the surrounding

environment with regard to: height. scale. massing, directional expression. setback, sense of entry. roof shapes.

rhythm of openings. rhythm of solids to voids and building materials, rhythm of spacing of buildings on streets;

rhythm of entrance/porch projections; texture; color; exterior features. These principles are aniculated in the

following" Architectural Considerations" illustrations which should be considered when assessing any development

proposals in the downtown.

These considerations are particularly important in re\iewing designs for conversions of former residential structures to

commercial use. Preyious conversions often used inappropriate block style additions to buildings which are

incompatible with both the surrounding area and the building to which they are attached. These types of additions

destroy the architectural fabric of the downtown. In addition, exterior mounted mechanical and electrical equipment,

exposed to the public view should be archil.C{:turally screened and/or painted so as to be visually unobtrusive. Roof

mounted equipment should also. where possible. be located to the rear of the building. away from the public view.

Higm..,CI) ArchirectuTe and Facade Trearmeru

General guidelines for architecture and facade lreaunent in highway business zones are recommended as follows:

• Discourage solid and unaniculated building walls in commercial and retail buildings. Encourage staggered
building walls. and other architectural treaunents which proyide the appearance of a collection of smaller
buildings as opposed to one massive single building. Other design treaunents which breal up the monoLOny of
large blank building walls should also be employed where necessary.

• The use of different textures. complimentary colors. detailing and contrasting shapes is strongly encouraged to
CT"'...ate appealin g fa.::a1es.

• Encourage the use of pitched roofs for all retail and commercial developmenL 'Where flat roofs are used. they
shall be \'isualJy concealed from the public view by canopies, cornices or similar treaunenl.
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• When converting former residential structures to commercial structures, the arehit.eeturaJ compatibiliry factors
considered for downtown businesses should be applied when reviewing plans for modification or expansion of
exisl.i.ngbuildings.

• On large sites, encourage the development of less massive collections of buildings in commercial developments.
Promote the development of smaller buildings arranged in aesthetically pleasing and archit.eelllra.!lycompatible
groupings as opposed to a single massive building covering the site.

• Exterior mounted mechanical and electrical equipment should be treated in a manner similar to that recommended
in the dO\l.l1lDwn.

FellCir:g

Fencing is used where it is re.quirc.dfor privacy, screening. separation or security. The design and material used

should be functional and compatible with existing and proposed site archit.eeture. No fence should be constructed or

inst.a1Je.dso as to consti tute a hazard to traffic or safety. For fencing proposed in the business districts. a board on

board or similar fence type should be used with the fmished side facing outward where such fence is within the public

view or adjacent ID a residential use. Cyclone, chain link, razor wire or other similar fencing should be prohibited or

screene.d where visible to the public right-of-way. All fences and walls should be located within property lines and

not violate any sight easement requirements. Fences and walls should be well maintained and subject to inspection

by the zoning officer and/or building construction official.

ParJd.ng Lot Landscaping and Buffers

In the dO\l.l1town,landscaping will generally be provided in the public improvement area covered in the streetscape

design plan. However. existing municipal and private parking lots can provide modest landscape treatment which

would increase the attractiveness of the dO\!'l1tO\!'l1.Generally, these lack interior landscaping or screening from the

public right-of-way. These lOLl:can be better define.dand made more attractive by a placement of a low wall or hedge

adjacent to the abutting sidewalk. New parking lots facing the righH)f·way should incorporate these elements.

Buffer fencing should continue to be provided where a commercial use or parking area abuts a residential district or

use. E~isting parlcing lots should be encouraged wherever p::>ssibleto provide a planting strip along their perimeters

which front on the public-right-of way. Le\!" growing shrubs planted in these areas will reduce the ••.·iew of asphalt

in the dO•••.l1tO\l.1l.help c.arryon the building line from structure lD structure, define pari.ing from pedestrian areas and

generally impro"'e the aesthetics of the downtown. The new Somerset Pla2.a shopping area employs very modest

landsc.ape improvements which soften the appearance of the parlcingarea.
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Parking Lot Treatment
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Even relatively minor landscape plantings along the edges of parking
lOIS facing the public riglu-o/-way can greQlly improve lhe appearance
of rhe downtown. Where side and rear building facades are exposed to
lhe public. continuarion of building derails will also u.pgradeappearance.
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Architectural. Considerations

DIRECTlO.'\'AL EXPRESSIO.\'

Relate lhe vertical. horizontal or non-directional
fa::ade CnarQCler of ne .•••buildings to lhe pred...1minan/
·directior. expression of nearby buildings. Horizontal
buiidings can be made 10 relale to Ine more vertical
adjacent Slru:'fu'es by breaking the facade in;" sn'"..J!!cr
masses.

SE .•.•'SE OF E."TRl'

Articulate the mair. entrances of buildIng ""'itn
cove"ed porches. porticos and other architectural
jortr.s. The primar} en/"} should be raised above
grade and made a prorr.,inent visual feature .•••.here this
is the dominant form in /ne surrounding area except
in tlu>se instances ..,.·here dISabled and handIcapped
access cafVlOi be otl1ervvisc accomplished

arn_··· _': TIJJ
A void ho"i::ontal or vUlical facade expressions unless
compatible wifh the character of structures in Ihe
immedU:Jtearea.

Avoid facades wiln no strong sense oj enlr)',
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Architectural Considerations

ROOF SHAPES

~

I

1

Reiale roof forms of new buildings to those found in
the surroundIng area. The use of traditional roof
shapes, pitches and maierials on ne'" constrUCiion
makes ne'" structures "'.ore visually cOlT'.patible.

RHYTH.H OF OPE.'dSCS

Avoid introducing roof shapes, pitches or materials
not traditionally used in the area.

c

Respec: the recjJ,rren! pctiern concerning the nu.rrJxr
and spacing of windows and doors in a facade. Also
consider the width to heigh! ratio of ba;.·s in the
facade. 1\'e.... con str u ction should show the
predominant rhythm of buildings in the surrounding
area

A.'oid introducing incompatible facade {'Quem.' .••..hich
upset the rh;.·thm of opening established in
surroun.ding structures.

Sowru('j, lJlI1IA SIDJ' H.noncai SoCol" tuwJCOO"". ~' .. Arciw •• cu tutd ,vlOQlIILI H!.l'CO: D.rWl DLD" GI44tL."" fe· Sgl'1MI eLl) W
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Highway Landscaping

Highway landscaping can be used to imp;·ove the appearance of the highway"by adding modest buffer saips between

the roadway and parking IOLS and by reducing the overall view of parking, asphalt and concrete. Landscaping should

contain a mix of deciduous and e"'ergreen plantings sufficient to screen the view of cars from the public right"f.way

and from adjacent residential uses in all seasons. Walls and fencing may be used in combination with landscape

accenting when adjacent to residential uses.

It is suggested that comm.:r-:ial development provide a frontage landscape planting area including tree plantings,

berming and/or low growing shrubs. Where appropriate. large parking lots should also be broken down into sections

of not more tha:; 50 spa:es, sepant.ed from other ~tions by landscaping. berms and similar elements.

Design Revie-;.

Issues concerning facades, signage, architecture and other design related items are not readily definable by zoning

setback, height or similar bull: provisions. While specific provisions can be defined and regulated (size, location,

etc.), it is not the intent of these guidelines to dictate a specific architectural style or identical signs throughout the

downtown or highway areas. Design flexibility which meets the general compatibility criteria is encouraged and, to

insure that such items are considered during the building permit and site plan review process and to monitor

improvements and violations, it is suggested that a design review committee be formed to pro .•ide advisory comment

on applications for new construction or alterations in the business zones whenever site plan approval or a building

permit is required.

The Main Screet Design Committee has provided a proposed zoning frameworic for the creation of central business

district oveTla~' district and a design review committee. This is based on the structure for creation of a Historic

Preservation Commission provided for in the Municipal Land Use Law and on standards for rehabilitation issued by

the US Secretary of the Interior. If the Borough decides to make provisions for a body to comment on design issues

in the dov-ntown and on the highway, the following issues should be considered.:

• A design commiuee should maintain an advisory position to the Planning Board and Board of Adjustment;

• Review should consider not only historic propenies, but all development in the business zones;

• Th31 the re"'iew of the design review committee should extend to signs. fencing and buildings in the business
districL The design review committee should develop and maintain consistent standards for review: for the
dow'TItownand highwa)' business districts;

• The Design Review Committee should work with the local Historic Preservation Commission to identify historic
sites and districts in the downtown;

• Structures and areas without historic or architectural significance should not be required to meet "historic
rehabiliw.ion" guidelines. hut instead be reviewed for general design consideraLionsand visual compatibility;
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• The Design Review CommitLee should not duplicate the efforts of the Historic Preservation Commission but work
with the Historic Preser.'auon Commission~ Jv1~in Street NorL~ Plainfield, t.~e zoning officer and/oi buHding
inspe:tor of the Borough.

In concen with the above recommendation, the items required for the issuance of a building permit or application for

site plan approval should include sket.::hcs and dimensions of proposed signage, architectural elevations and facade

changes where appropriate.

Communit)' Design • Do .•••.n/o .•••." Strn/scape Design Plan

The following is a con:Jense{j version of the downtown streeLc;cape design plan which e;t;ist.s in a more detailed form

with additional graphics in a separate document entitled. "Do"mtown Nonh Plainfield Design Manual" which has

been submitted to the Borough Planning Board and to Main Street Nonh Plainfield. This plan was developed in

conjunction with Main Street Nonh Plainfield. James R. Guerra Architects (principal designer) and John Madden &

Associates for the downtown business corridors and was presented to the Planning Board and Borough Council on

April 18. 1994. The major points of the design manual are summarized below. It is recommended that the manual

be adopted as pan of the master plan through reference.

Design Philosophy

As pan of the downtown revit3]jzation effam of the Borough and Main Street Nonh Plainfield. a schematic

streetseape plan for the Somerset Street and Watchung Avenue business districts was developed, A streetseape plan

generally deals with those items in the public domain. i.e. street lighting, sidewalks. street trees, etc. and, through

these elements, attempts to provide a unif)'ing theme or "look" for the downtown. Among other things. this action

will make the area more aUracLive and inviting to the public, encourage public and private reinvestment and

economic redevelopment in the downtown and provide a sense of individual identity for the Borough of r-;onh

Plainfield.

The plan. develope.d by the Consultants and Main Street Sonh Plainfield. present.s schematic design solutions and

preliminary cost estimates for stre.eL'Cape rehabiJ it.1tions in the Somerset Street/\\'atchung A ven ue Corridor. It

provides a framework to be used as a guide for the revitalization of the dO\lo,'nLown,The plan may be implemented

through a combinaLion of continued land use and design re\iew procedures and direct public and/or prlva1.e action. A.s

originally intended, specific element.s of the plan may change as funding and design opponunities present

themselves.
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The design philosophy of the slTeetseape plan incorporaleS a modular approach &0 improvements which prioritizes

key areas tha1will provide the basis for fut.JJTeimprovements. 1bese a.o-cas are divided into intersections. linkages and

gateways. This method of addressing improvements will allow progress to be made incrementally. as funding

becomes available and in conjunction with future redevelopment. It stresses placing the greatest emphasis in those

areas and on those items that will provide the greatest revit41izationreturn.

The modular approa.:h also ensures thJt each series of design elements will be capable of standing alone as complete

design improvements. These improvements can then be linked to the anticipated availability of public or private

funds. This will permit the comprehensive design plan to be accomplished in sections so that, in the time between

inception and completion. design elements wi)) not appear unfinished. The prioritization of design effons and

coordination of available funding can be used where Lhesewill have the greatest overall irnpa.:t

There is no single traditional architectural theme which dominates the downtown. Therefore, the streelSCapedesign

elements will not attempt to replicate a spe::ific historical period or architectural style. Rather, these elements have

been chosen on the basis of their indi.•'iduaJ desirability and ability to rel.ate to each other from a design perspective.

In terms of an overall downtown de\'elopment theme, the streelSCape elements will become the defining factors

which tie the varied architectural styles of the dO\lo·ntowntogether. These elements will include a variety of street

furnishings (benches, lighting, sidewalk treaunents, eLe.)which will be used to provide this design linkage between

the different downtown areas. \\'here appropriate. some of these elements may also be used in the Route 22 Business

Districts.

Specific Design Elements

As pan of the design program, the collection of streetseape elements (trees. paving, lighting, etc.) was chosen by the

Main Street Design Committee. This selection was originally presented in the form of a program book of

alternative streets.:ape elements that met the basic design parameters established earlier in the design proceSs. From

these, the Committee chose alternative selecLionsfor inclusion in the overall streetscape plan.

The Downtown Streelscape Plan and associated Design Elements listing will be maintained by the Design

Comminee for future reference. A.sopportuniLies LOcarry out the plan occur, the specific design element used may

be altered within the context of th~ overall plan. The inclusion of a spe:ific element and quantity used will depend

on the a"'ailability, cost and preference of the Borough at the time of anticipated insLallation. In this way, the plan

will remain flexible and responsive to the fUlW'eneeds and desires of the community. It should be noted that the

graphic plans presented in this document are generic plans which illustraLethe overall design philosophy and concept

for the dOwnLO\lo'n.Specific elements, such as benches. trees. banner signs, etc., and their quantity of use, may be

changed a.~needed without compromising the dOwnLO\lo'nplan so long as the general design concept is maintained.
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The most intense use of design elements is a11t.!cipate-d in the cu.J"!"PJ!! B a..ndB-1 a~··a-slocated south of Green Brook.

1 Road along Somerset Street. This is where the greatest amount of pedestrian and retail activity is located and is

generally considered the hean of the downtown area. There is a similarity in buildings and pedestrian orientation

found in the B and B·l areas which changes in the B·2 area due to less intense building character and a gTC.ater

vehicular orientation.

Gcucways

t

1

1

l
!

The gateway areas represent the major points of entry into the Nonh Ptainfield downtown commercial area.

Identification of the.se gateway areas will enhance communi!) identity and sense of place. At present, these areas arc

not identified and are defined only by subtle changes in land use and/or traffic intensity. So as to provide a sense of

emry, these areas should be treated by way of special signage, monuments/archileCOJral, land.s~ping elements or

similar treatments.

There are several areas that could arguably be callc.d "gateways" into the downtown. 1bere are two primary locations,

however, that provide the greatest entry character to the downtown. These are located in the southern dov.ntov.n area

at Pearl and Somerset Streets and at the northern downtown area at Regent and Somerset Streets.

The nonhem gateway is proposed at the intersection of Regent and Union Streets to inform persons arriving from'

Route 22 that they are entering the downtown area. This gateway is placed south of Coddington Avenue due to the

traffic activity centered on the Route :2 overpass. It is not until Regent and Union Streets that traffic begins to

slow and highway character lessens. Gateway treatments are placed at major intersections, since these already pro\oidc

a focal point and are proposed in the plan for sidewalk widening, thus prO\:iding the room necessary for their

placement.

The gateway "south" is appropriately place.d at Pearl and Somerset Streets to inform travelers when they are

entering/exiting ~onh Plainfield. In this area of the Borough, existing conditions do not readily identify the

transition from one municipality to the next. The natural border between North Plainfield and Plainfield· the Green

Brook - is not \o'isible from stre.ct level. Major design treatment is propose.d to extend along the street.s.:ape to the

border with Plainfield, a.::centing this area a, the beginning of !'lorth Plainfield.
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Intas~ctiofLJ

TIle anchor components of the design plan are the major in~tions where improvements are suggested. Realistic

financial constraints dictate that completion of all proposed renovations may require funding beyond the immediate

general capabilities of the municipality. Those improvements that are accomplished out of direct municipal funds

should, therefore, represent the foundation for other improvements which may be funded through additional sources.

These "anchor" improvements, while pan of an overall comprehensive design plan, must be capable of standing

alone and functioning independently of other proposed design elements. Intersection improvements are capable of

this function.

Intersections will eventually be connected by linear or "linkage" street improvements which will include street tree

pIantings, lighting and sidewalk treaunents. A total of sixteen intersections have been identified for treaunent.

1bese are divided into Major,lmporrant and Minor Intersections which are identified in the following exhibit. This

division is based on the degree of activity existing at these locations and their imJX>rtance from a community design

JX>imof view. The categorizations refer to both the priority of the rehabilitation effon and the intensity of design

treatment envisioned for e2Ch intersection. All intersection, linkage and gateway identifications have been confirmed

by the Design Commiue.e.

Major intersections areas are planned to re.ceive the greatest individual design attention and design treaunenL Items

for consideration will include paving, benches, curbing, street trees and tree grates, decorative li.ghting, public

signage, decorative bollards and banners, traSh receptacles, information kiosks and bike racks. The foremost major

intersection will be the area surrounding the Borough Hall which is at the hean of the downtown.

Intersections identified as Important are envisioned to include most of the same design elements suggested for major

intersections (information ldosks would not be used). The major difference will be in the quantity of elements

provided in these areas, which will be less than in major intersection areas.

Intersections identified (1..5 Afinor are envisioned for more conservative design treatment. Benches. street trees and tree

grates, decorative JX>stsand boJlards, bicycle racks and ldosks are not anticipated and the remaining elements arc

proposed in lesser quantities than found in intersections identified as important.
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LinJ:ages

·:;·;T~·Linkage areas are composed of the linear streetseape space between intersections. Primary Sb'eelSCapeelements that

will be included in these areas will be street trees and tree grates, decorative street lighting, and decorative sidewalk

treatment connecting trees and lighting, running above the street utility strip. These streetseape elements will

connect the intersections via common design elements and reinforce the comprehensive design theme for the

do~l1town.

Major linx.age areas connect major intersections and/or connect areas where high activity and visibility is

experienced. Major linkages are located primarily along Somerset Street 'These areas will be receiving the greatest

variety of design treatment. Most of the elements found in major intersections are envisioned to be carried through

major linkage areas. These include: paving (utilizing a 4 foot utility strip and swrouoding bomanite pavers), curbs,

single future decorative lighting fixtures (placed at 100 feet on-<:enter),decorative banners (at existing metal halide

fixtures and at decorative fixtures), trees to supplement existing trees. tree grates, trash receptacles, benches, wall

mounted public phones and bike racks.

__ . Importan.t lin.l:ages areas are located along Somerset Street or Watchung Avenue and link areas of less intense

pedestrian activity along these main corridors, often connecting minor or important intersection areas. Important

linkages will typically include: paving, curbs, decorative lighting, supplemental street trees, tree grates and trash

receptacles. Modifications include: paving treaunents (4' utility strip only), decorative banners (placed on existing

metal halide fixtures only;.

Minor /inJ:ages are areas of less intense commercial or residential activity, where less intensive treattnent is expected.

The intensity of design elements and amount are ~uced in a manner similar to the ~uction in treatment relating to

lower order intersections. Design elements envisioned for this area include decorative lighting, banners, street trees

and trash receptacles. 'Where these linkages run through areas predominantly residential, supplementary infl..Iltrees

without grates are proposed as the connecting elemenL

It is the intent of the overall design plan to pro"'ide a flexible framework in which improvemenLScan be made in the

most efficient manner. The plan enables the Borough to respond to changing conditions while continuing to support

the goals of: improving the aesthetics of the downLOwn,providing a heightened sense of place, increasing its use and

enjoyment by North Plainfield's citizens and encouraging future economic development It is anticipated that, over

time, the plan will evoh:e, adapting to meet the needs of the Borough, to reflect variations in financial conditions

and to respond to the availability of other resources while maintaining the underlying design goals and objectives.
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